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Albo Unmasked - Same as all the rest

Summary: 
How many times did PM Albanese  make it clear that the Stage 3 Tax changes were going to be
implemented as planned and agreed to by both major parties? The main problem is not that he is
deceptive - they all are. The bigger problem was that there were no tax cuts or cost of living relief at
all. In fact he has locked in tax rises. But that isn't even the worst of it. The whole tax system itself is
a criminal operation enriching the rulers. We need some decent MSM journos on the case to expose
the fallacy about the need for taxation in its current form. Here is a clue - in 1913 USA - the Income
Tax was established at the same time as the Federal Reserve. You might be able work out the rest.

The government and the banks caused the inflation, interest rate rises, and cost of living disaster.
People seriously think pollies work for them?
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Is This The Definition Of Treason?
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Treason Alert: With all this talk about tax cuts and cost of living relief it might be hard to believe
…. but there are no tax cuts and there is no cost of living relief..!!!

People have been pushed into higher tax brackets. Taxes have been rising for most people. Both
major parties have not indexed the tax rates to stop bracket creep. Every few years they throw you a
“tax cut.” It is rubbish! It is a charade!

Albo can’t be taken seriously. The cost-of-living crisis has been caused by government – his and the
previous debacle with SloMo and Turnbull. Inflation is directly a result of government and banking
policy. The wars - current and past - are also deliberate government policy. It is a mechanism to
fleece the population and launder money. We hate to break it to you .... but the world is being run by
criminals. Take their power and wealth before it's too late.

Apart from one lie after the other ….. can you believe the gaslighting? …. All with a straight face.
Unbelievable!

“Increasing the population by millions will not increase house prices, rents or homelessness.”

“We’ll give a tax cut to everybody …... It won’t cause inflation …... the treasury said it’s OK …. the
Reserve Bank won’t have to raise interest rates.”

“We’ll put a new Voice into Parliament …. it won’t cause division … the country will be more united
than ever.”

“We just need to tax you more to decrease the temperature ….. this won’t lead to higher food prices
…. there will be no pressure on our farmers ….... your electricity and fuel prices will be lower.”

Folks - the few hundred bucks a year that the government is throwing your way will not help at all.
The government is "doing an Albo" on you. Tax and debt are weapons of mass exploitation. The
globalists are deliberately destroying the middle class in every “free” country. It’s global … it’s co-
ordinated …... it’s war! You are under attack ….... it is continuous ….. it is relentless …... it will not
end until you demand freedom, peace, and prosperity. Don’t vote for these characters. They do not
work in Australia’s interests. They are puppets of the rulers.

Only vote for politicians that support good policy .. such as  –
1. A Sovereign Wealth Fund;
2. A Sovereign Monetary System (starting with a National Postal Savings Bank);
3. A Citizenship Dividend;
4. A Bill of fundamental rights & responsibilities (including Digital Rights);
5. Shutting down the war machine;
6. A fit-for-purpose judicial system;
7. Political Donation & Advertising Reform;
8. Bank Reform including a commitment to maintaining cash as a significant element of the
economy. They must oppose a Central Bank Digital Currency.

Have a beaut Australia Day. While we have great challenges to overcome - Australia is one of the
best countries in the world. Let's make sure our kids will want to stay here. Let's Make Living
Affordable Again with sensible policies introduced by decent honest politicians. We don't care which
pollie or party does the job .... but they better get on with it. The jig is up. We are many .... they are
few.

#stage3taxcuts #auspol #costofliving
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